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About This Game

ROM: Extraction is a fast-paced homage to the classic arcade shooter, featuring an unprecedented style of VR
gameplay.

Welcome to the year 2076, where you now have the power to slow down time--called "Reflex" power. You'll play as a member
of an Orb Extraction Unit, on your way to extract highly volatile energy matter--Orbs--from chambers on the moon. With only a

few minutes to defend yourself against the onslaught of alien-built robots protecting the chambers, discover the immense
satisfaction of decimating those ‘bots via your "Throw, Slow & Shoot" combat strategy.

As of Feb 28th 2017, ROM has been updated with a new expansion, entitled “Overrun.”

Overrun is a whole new level for players to master, featuring several unique twists on VR gameplay. Your journey to the escape
pods continues through the depths of the extraction vessel. The ship has been overrun! Systems are malfunctioning, and you

must face highly dangerous enemies on the lower levels of the ship--and escape to the planet surface with your life.

Gameplay

Use Orbs in combination with your pistol to “Throw, Slow, and Shoot”

Shoot Orbs in proximity of enemies for the most strategic kills
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Use the environment to your advantage--be on the lookout for destructibles

Grab the two-handed EOS-15 rifle when you shoot the floating gun token

Use the EOS-15 to “Launch, Slow, Shoot”--a new twist on the core game mechanic that gives you an orb-launching, auto-
firing weapon of destruction

When “jumpers” are in close proximity, use your pistol or EOS-15 to pop off their heads!

Key Features

Experience having your full arms in VR

Engage in an exciting new style of VR gameplay--wield the power to slow down time, and use it as a weapon

Three modes of play for each level: Normal - Hard - Survive

Leaderboards: See how you stack up against your local and global Extractors

Achievements: Earn up to 15 different Steam Achievements

Cooperative social screen feature: Play in a room with others in real-time--enable your friends to see a top-down view of
your gameplay

Killer soundtrack featuring the music of Delta Heavy and Twin Moons (aka Le Castle Vania)

Continued expansion of the ROM universe through future content updates

More modes of play

More levels

Co-op multiplayer

Character skins (multiplayer)

Enemies with new attributes

Power-ups and orbs with special properties
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Title: ROM: Extraction
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
First Contact Entertainment
Publisher:
First Contact Entertainment
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or AMD RX470

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compliant Sound Card

English
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1. throw
2. slow
3. shoot

1 and 2 are optional
i feel like i experienced everything after my first round. also screen turns black when returning to home screen

Edit: Definitely looks promising, if the devs add some more levels and/or features. Right now it's too short though. Big Plus: the
devs approached me and asked me for my opinion, which I personally have never seen another studio do.. Graphics are good.
The arm movement that reflects your actual arm is revolutionary for VR, and it looks so damn freaking real, like a real arm, not
a video game interpatation.. The enemies reaction to being shot is lamo thou. They get shot by your lazers and do not have any
reaction, that killed my interest right away. The explosions are phnominal and so are the reactions to it. Please fix the damn hit
reaction to the lazer bullets. That is a game changer and decider. This game may rival raw data if you keep building on it with
the engine, SO I GAVE IT A LIKE FOR THAT.. It's a fun little game. But it's little. There's barely any content so treat it more
like you would space pirate trainer, a replayable arcade style shooter. Get it on sale.. nice and polished but expensive for one
level only - not enough content yet as theres jsut the one level, the gun is too much hard work to kill somthing too. Positives
+ great graphics
+ great workout
+ fun gameplay

Negatives
- the game only has 2 small levels and finishes in 15 minutes
- the developers abandonned
- Score leaderboard is local only

I bought this game for 5 eurom which is about 4 euro too much for this overprices abandoned teaser demo game. While the
game itself is fun, it's a big scam knowing that there are only 2 tiny levels of wave shooting.. 8/10 - Great arcade-style wave
shooter with a novel method of killing the enemies. Excellent graphics, very smooth performance and an absolute steal at $5.00!
Can't wait for the next chapter.
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So far I like, mechanics are great. Fast paced. Played tutorial and first level. Graphics are great, ton of settings. I am happy to
see more and more settings with graphic options even super sampling settings.. Awesome drum n bass music fits perfectly with
this frantic techno action game.
Only 2 levels = only buy on sale.. Besr way to describe this game is its a cross between raw data and blue effect........the game is
good but it just feels like a knock off copy of a better game......i got it on sale for 5 bucks and it is def worth it at that price
point......but theres only about 20 minutes worth of playtime in the state its in now....unless you want to replay it on a higher
difficulty.....its a deceint game but it is a non movable wave shooter.....(you can walk around your room scale area)
Raw data you could at least teleport around the room.....i say buy it but only if its on sale.....20 bucks is too steepin my opinion.
Update:
This apears to have been abandoned, if you can get it for $1 its fun but definitely dont pay full price. Will update again if
anything happens but its not looking good at this point.

Origonal:
Really fun, great game!

It could do with some more levels but the dev seems to be working on it so I'm looking forward to see what comes in the future
:). The game is fun with good graphics but its too short for the price. Its basicly a demo.

Hopefuly they will add more content.
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